Military Prolonged Field Care and Survival in Iraq and Afghanistan


Background: Prolonged field care (PFC) is field medical care applied beyond doctrinal planning timelines. In military settings, delayed evacuation challenges prehospital providers, but reliable data to guide practice are sparse. The objective of this study is to quantify interventions administered for traumatically injured casualties during PFC and identify resources needed.

Methods: This retrospective cohort study selected casualties with significant injuries (max AIS>2), documented prehospital care, who survived 4-72 hours of PFC or died en route to a surgical hospital in Iraq or Afghanistan 2007–2015. PFC survivors were compared with prehospital decedents on injury characteristics and prehospital care. To adjust for injury severity, PFC survivors were matched to prehospital decedents on mechanism and type of injury and body regions with severe injuries (AIS>3). Multi-level logistic modeling also adjusted for age, US military, shock, transport team, maximum AIS and ISS. P values <0.05 were significant.

Results: Of 3,222 patients identified, 691 (21%) died prehospital, 2,531 survived PFC. Of 804 deaths, 738 (92%) occurred within 24 hours. Median time to death was 1.2 hours (IQR=0.8,8.9). PFC survivors received significantly more warming devices, intravenous fluids, sedation, mechanical ventilation, narcotics and antibiotics. Patients who died prehospital received more intubations, tourniquets, intraosseous fluids and CPR. They also received more prehospital transfusions, pelvic binders and pressure dressings (NS). Although prehospital transfusions were rare (1%), 725 (23%) of study patients were transfused within 24 hours, including 91 MUs (>10 units RBCs). 815 (23%) of patients received advanced airways and 583 (18%) ventilator support. Survival after prehospital CPR was 1.3%.

Conclusions: PFC should target resources, technology and training to prevent death from hemorrhage. Resources to provide advanced airway and ventilator support are also needed in the PFC environment.
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Background: The United States (U.S.) military utilizes combat pill packs to treat the combat wounded who are still able to fight. We compared characteristics of combat casualties receiving combat pill packs to those not undergoing this intervention.

Methods: This is a secondary analysis of Department of Defense Trauma Registry (DODTR) dataset from January 2007 to August 2016. We searched for all subjects with documented pill pack use or at least one drug from the pack (acetaminophen, meloxicam, moxifloxacin). We compared the characteristics of these subjects to those not receiving any of these interventions.

Results: Of 28222 subjects in the DODTR during the study period, 154 (0.5%) either had documentation of pill pack administration (n=17) or documentation of at least one pill pack drug (n=137). Recipient demographics and injury patterns were comparable to those of non-recipients with most recipients of male sex (98.1%) and sustaining injuries by explosives (61.7%). Composite injury scores were lower in recipients versus non-recipients (median 9 [4-16] versus 4 [1-9], p<0.001).
There were no significant differences with regards to amputation proportions (3.9% versus 6.7%, p=0.195) or tourniquet placement proportions (11.0%, versus 14.1%, p=0.351) compared to non-recipients. Recipients were more likely to receive subsequent parenteral analgesia than non-recipients (38.9% versus 26.8%, p=0.001). No pill pack recipients died.

**Conclusions:** Subjects receiving the combat pill pack were less severely injured compared to the rest of the population. The pill pack had very infrequent use within this population.
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Background: Point of Care measurement of optic nerve sheath diameter can be used to correlate acute TBI with raised intracranial pressure (ICP) in austere and prolonged field care environments. The aim of our study is to evaluate the feasibility of teaching ocular ultrasonography to special operations medics for the purpose of identifying TBI with ICP in an acceptable amount of time and given limited required teaching resources.
Methods: We will assess the traditional teaching model of cadavers and live patients with some new static models for medics to correctly identify the accepted less than 5 mm cut-off. The study will utilize special operations senior 18D/68W1 attending the Mayo Austere Medicine course. Assessment will involve the ability to find the optic nerve sheath and perform the required 3 point measurement 3 mm behind the globe by operating a 7.5 MHz linear ultrasound probe on either a Phillips Lumify or Sonosite Handheld. Given multiple patient models and types both in didactic and scenario settings the medics will operate the ultrasound and identify the appropriate landmarks and measure the optic nerve sheath. A five-question post course test will act as a check on learning and will help to add metrics to our teaching method and feasibility study. Multiple courses and medics will be utilized to refine our data points over the next year.

Results: Our previous course with the single question of identifying <5mm acceptable diameter of the ONSD was posed to 23 providers, nurses and medics from Special Operations Units.

Conclusion/Discussion: Ultrasound represents the ideal portable assessment device for austere medicine to help SOF medics quantify the need for immediate evacuation and treatment versus serial neurological exams in the acute TBI patient.
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The current array of combat forces often extends patient movement times past the previously established Department of Defense standard of the Golden Hour. With limited surgical capability to perform Damage Control Surgery, several SOF units have focused on Damage Control Resuscitation, including employing a walking blood bank of Warm Fresh Whole Blood. Currently there is very little data that look at the potential cognitive effects of donating 450 milliliters of blood as part of a walking blood bank. However, while the ability to donate 450 milliliters of blood increases blood product availability, the potential cognitive decline following blood donation of greater than 200 milliliters may pose additional risk to forward deployed forces. The 75th Ranger Regiment has established a low O-titer blood donation program to increase the availability of Warm Fresh Whole Blood as part of Damage Control Resuscitation in austere environments.

As a dedicated precision rotary-wing support to Special Operations, including casualty evacuation (CASEVAC) missions, the 160th Special Operations Aviation Regiment has also developed a low O-titer blood program. Army Regulation 40-8 restricts performance of aviation crew member duties following the donation of greater than 200 milliliters of blood for a period of at least 72 hours. Using the Trail Making Test Part A and B, this study will assess the cognitive effects of blood donation of 200-450 milliliters on aviation crew members. It will provide valuable insight on the cognitive affects that may impact safe execution of aviation crew responsibilities during combat operations. 73 volunteers from the 160th SOAR were administered the Trail Making Test parts A and B, donated 1 unit of Fresh Whole Blood, were administered a second version of the Trail Making Test parts A and B, and then a third version of the Trail Making Test part A and B at 72 hours.

There was no statistically significant difference in times to completion of the Trail Making Test after donating blood or at 72 hours when compared to normative values.
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